Prohibit cash payments for scrap metal ▸ Stipulating that payments be made by cheque and/or bank transfers will bolster the paper trail.
Expand the required inspection team ▸ Expand the team to include
port security, a police officer from the organized crime squad, and one
from the nearest station. At present, only a customs officer is required
at the inspection, with no police presence mandated at that stage.
The expanded team would make it more difficult for collusion to occur.
Institute a “fit for export” form to be presented before export
permission is granted ▸ This form would be valid only if signed and
stamped by each member of the inspection team. This is to ensure
that inspections take place before goods are exported.
Institute video surveillance during the packing of containers ▸ If
there is a break in the surveillance, then the exporter would have to
empty and, under the requisite supervision, repack the container. This
would create a record to facilitate later investigation and provide proof
of proper inspection.
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10 STEPS TO

A Scrap Metal Solution

Establish online reporting of metal installation theft ▸ Individual
and enterprise victims would upload information on missing metal installations, while both scrap metal dealers (if so moved) and inspecting agencies could download the information to inform their inspections. This would improve the speed of communication and the quality
of enforcement.
Establish a database on the scrap metal trade and on scrap
metal theft ▸ In addition, secure stable channels for the communication of this information between pertinent entities (the Scrap Dealer’s
Association, Jamaica Customs, the Trade Board and Jamaica Constabulary Force) and the Ministry of Industry, Investment and Commerce. This would improve the capacity of policy-makers to properly
assess the benefits and costs of the scrap metal trade. It could also
facilitate the assessment of the issue at a disaggregated level, which
could be a worthwhile approach given that certain categories of activities may be inherently less disposed to absorbing stolen items than
others.
Set the licence fee for dealers at a level that covers the entire
cost of enforcement of the regulations ▸ Use the proceeds to ensure that customs and the constabulary have the capacity to execute
the enforcement regime. This will ensure that any profit earned by the
industry is a social profit.
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The Problem
The victims incur massive losses ▸ Over the last three years,
JPS, NWC and LIME have lost a billion dollars to scrap metal theft.
The full impact of the problem is much greater, since other entities,
including other utility companies, the National Works Agency, parish
councils and the agricultural sector, have also been victims.

Since 2009,
JPS, NWC & LIME
have lost a billion
dollars to scrap
metal theft.

Unregistered sites being accommodated for packing. Exporters are
being accommodated by Jamaica Customs in the packing of containers at locations other than their registered site.
Police being absent/excluded during packing.

There is still room for regulatory improvement ▸ There remain conspicuous gaps in the regulatory framework, with the foremost being:
There is no attempt to regulate scrap purchases by licensed dealers.
There is much opportunity for collusion between dealers and officials.

It’s a global problem ▸ Scrap metal theft has emerged as an epidemic across the world. Canada, the US and much of Europe are
grappling just as hard with the issue as are South Africa, Guyana and
many other developing countries. Metal theft is now the fastest growing crime in the U.K.
The problem will get worse ▸ A strong incentive for metal theft is
expected to persist for some time as scrap metal prices in international markets remain above historical levels, buoyed by:
Rapid industrialization in Asia, especially China, which is raising the
demand for industrial metal.
Rising energy costs and declining ore grades, which raises the cost of
the alternative to scrap – the production of new metal.

The trade does some good ▸ There are many benefits of having a
scrap metal trade not based on stolen materials:
It creates wealth by turning scrap into profits.

The Solution

The existing legislative framework is not bad ▸ The Trade (Scrap
Metal) Act of 2007 scores well when measured against international
best practices in providing for inspections, licencing, and monitoring.

Limit the number of dealer sites ▸ Limit sites to a number that is
in line with the enforcement capacity of Jamaica Customs and of
the police. The prolonged discussion surrounding the implementation
of a central site is a distraction that has delayed other reform. The action to reduce the number of licenses granted should be taken
promptly. To avoid favouritism in the selection of licensees, site licences should be auctioned.

Existing regulations are not enforced ▸ Effectiveness has been
undermined by a breakdown in enforcement in the following critical
areas:

Make the law explicit that packing can take place only at registered dealer sites ▸ This will end the practice of licensed dealers being accommodated at unregistered sites.

Goods inspections not taking place prior to packing. An inspection
team from Jamaica Customs is supposed to check all goods before
shipments are granted a license for export. However, Customs does
not have sufficient personnel to conduct pre-export inspections at the
numerous registered sites. Without inspections taking place, the mandated involvement of the utility companies is precluded.

Require that a copy of the seller’s identification be taken and
kept on record by the purchasing dealer ▸ This would ensure that a
paper trail is created for transactions at the origin in order to be able
to identify sellers of what later turns out to be stolen material, and will
itself discourage the selling of stolen material.

It provides occupation for those who scour for genuine scrap.
It diverts material from the country’s landfills.

We need to fill
the regulatory
gaps and increase
enforcement
capacity.

